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From the worst mascot to the best food, we hit the
highs and lows of the A-10 tourney
.; page 9

Players serve
delightful dish
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XU takes on Vandy in first round
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

For the seventh time in 10
years, the Xavier Musketeers are
competing in the NCAA Tournament. This year, the Muskies are. ·
seeded seventh in the Midwest
Region, and will take on
Vanderbilt Thursday night in
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Xavier enters the tournament
with a 22-5 record overall, and a 62 record againstteams in the
tournament: XU has earned its
highest ~a~king ever fo the J\.P
Final Poll; falling to 13th afterlast
week's quarter-finalloss in the.
.AtJantic JO Toilrri~ent to·,:.·._,
Temple. The Musketeers are
ranked 14th in the USA Today/
CNN Coaches Poll.
Vanderbilt, a 10 seed, enters
the Tournament with a record of
19-11 overall. This is the
Commodores' fifth appearance in
the NCAA Tournament in the past

Vanderbilt has
10 seasons. VU posted a 3-8
a solid outside
record against teams in this
attack. Small
season's tourney. Vanderbilt
· forward Pax
was ousted from last week's
Southeastern Conference
Whitehead and guard
·
Tournament in the second round Drew Maddux
by Mississippi, an NCAA
combine to shoot 36
Tournament Team.
percent from threeThese two teams have met pointrange. They
three times before,· with· a Xavier will challenge
win in all three contests. HowXavier's backcourt
ever, the last game between VU
of Lenny Brown and
and XU occured in 1948.
Gary Lumpkin for
The Commodores have a
outside shooting.
The Xavier duo hits .
definite size advantage over
Xavier. They start two players
tJ:irees at a clip of 38
who stand six-foot-nine coni- .
percent.
pared to the Muskies who do. not
Whitehead is
· have a player taller than six;-foot- the leader of
eight on their r9ster'. . ·. ..
. . Vandy's offense ...
..., - . Fot the s!'lason, Xavier has~.-: 111~;·6:..s.senior-:,. · ·.·•.;,.,.,.~,,,..... ·"··.. ·,.. ,.
averaged a better·iebbundirig
averages a team~high .
performance than the -Comirio"
15.8 points per game. In addition
to being a good outside shooter,
dores. TheMuskies pull down
38 boards al! outing; while VU
he a solid rebounder, especially on
averages almost 32. ·XU holds
the defensive end. Whitehead
opponents to 31 rebounds per
grabs 6.2 rebounds a game,
game, and the Commodores
second-best on the team.
allow 34 rebounds a game.
Austin Bates is the starting

Flood relief effort

.· .,.·,I!.>arnell-Williiµns-Iookdor a,hole·in Temple's _defense.· "'·· -center .for, the Commodores. He
has the potential to really. do some
damage on offense. Batesis a
strong player, but he also has a
nice touch that enables him to hit
an occassional jumper. He is
fourth-best on Vandy in both

rebounding and scoring. Bates
tends to runintofoultroubleoften.
He has fouled out in 10 of VU' s 30
games this season.
(see Vandy back page)

Bucky jams
BY MATT TOTH
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

JOhn "Bucky"Pizzarelli
will perform for the Xavier Guitar

Series·on Sunday at 7:30 p.m. in
Xavier ~tiia~rif~
have an
. the University Center Theatre.
opprotunity to help clean up the
Tickets are $14.
mess left in the wake of the recent
Pizzarelli is an active
flooding.
performer in jazz rooms and
This. Saturday· and Sunday,
college settings, and has enjoyed
buses will be leaving from the front ·
a long and illustrious career ·
of the University Center at two hour . playing jazz.
intervals, starting at 8 am. The last
·. His endeavors in jazz have
bus leaves at 2 in the afternoon. All
taken him from the Vaughn
· crews will work four hour shifts
Monroe Orchestra to perforhelping to clean up the east are·a of
mances in the White House with
town and possibly the New RichBenny Goodman and Frank
mond area.
Sinatra.
Students, faculty and staff may
"Bucky" has also appeared
sign up in at all residence hall front
on numerous albums including
desks and at the Student Develop"The Guitar Album" with George
1,llent Office.
Burnes and "Flower for all
Donations (cash or supplies)
with Eddie Daniels, and
are being collected·both at the above Seasons"
has released a number of solo
locations and in the Office of
recordings.
Spiritua~ J)evelopment.
Pizzarelli's loye for jazz
Questions may be directed to
has also taken hini to Switzerland,
Danielle Staudt at 745-3588 or the
Japan and Englllnd.
· .
Student Development Office at 745In the United States, he has
3166.

will

photo by Jeff Davis

. Heavy rains made Peie Rose Way impassable for anyone
. without a boat. ,
·

John "Bucky" Pizzarelli

toured with such greats as
Stephanie Grappelli and Charlie
Byrd.
Along the way he has been
a staff musician with NBC and
ABC, has appeared at Carnegie
Hall and soloed at Town Hall in
New York City.
Immediately following the
concert there will be an opportunity to meet Pizzarelli in the
Musketeer Inn.
The reception will feature
various wines and cheeses.
Persons seeking more
information may call 745-3161.
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New officials profile
· next priority will be to increase
arid become more knowledgeable of
services
in
response
to
that
how
the university works.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
communication."
· "One thing I would like to.see is
This goal will be accomthe expansion of Community Service
Juniors Dave Coyle, Chris
plished partially through the
and a greater campus support and
Dake and Damon Halverson are
distribution of a monthly newslet- ·awareness of Shantytown," said Dake.
guaranteeing changes for the 1997- ter similar to the faculty preview,
Halverson, who is from Oinaha,
98 school year when they take over which will compile information
Neb., plans to use his experience as a
the roles of Student Government
about SGA projects which
member of Residence Hall Associastudents should know about.
tion, the Senior Board and Student
Association (SGA) President,
Legislative Vice President and
Topics would be things like Services for his administrative
Administrative Vice President on
the development of the Convoca- position.
April 18.
tion Center, w.hich students have
"I'm looking for a major
"Any time an institution gets. had little input on thus far, and
expansion of Shuttle Service hours and
new people in positions, new
university committees and their
an increased awareness of SGA
perspectives are gained as well,"
research and plans.
throughout the campus," said
said Coyle, who has been a student
Other plans for the new
Halverson .
.senator for only one and a half
SGA officers are the expansion of
Halverson is a history major in
the shuttle service,' the addition of . preparation for law school at either
years.
student legal services for quesUniversity· of Cincinnati.or Northern
"We have lots of ide~s for
things we would like to do, but we tions about things like leases, and Kentu~ky University, and he would
are also encouraging any other
renting a U-Haulto ease the
like to eventually be elected a judge.
ideas. One thing we're focusing on moving process during Finals
Immediately after college, however, he
is keeping in touch with our boss
Week.
plans to join the Jesuit Volunteer
- the 6,500 students SGA repreCoyle, who has remained
Corps for a year.
sents."
relatively anonymous as SGA
One thing the three executives
do not agree on, however, is who is
Coyle, a Steubenville, Ohio
Chair of Association Affairs,
native, is a political science major currently handles most of the
likely to win the NCAA tournament.
· with eventual plans to work in
paperwork regarding club bylaws,
Halverson is predicting the
Washington, D.C. for a government charters and registration forms.
University of Utah as this year's
possible NCAA winner, while Dake
agency or possibly writing
Holding the title of Presispeeches or doing logistical
dentof University Players for two thinks UCLA is the better choice.
planning for a politician.
years, Dake was involved with
Coyle, however, is betting on
His focus for next yeat (in
SGA before he became a senator
Fairfield, whose odds are 5 gazillion to
addition to graduating) is on
this year.
1, according to Sheridan's Tournament
Dake is a communications
Odds.
targeting those students who don't
know what SGA does.
major who has "no political
"I'm betting on Fairfield so the
· aspirations whatsoever," but is
odds will pay off. Then, who knows?"
Coyle said, "With only a
couple of hundred students voting ... intent on an acting career.
said Coyle with a smile.
[in SGA elections], it's difficult to ·. ·. ·. Hailing from.Canal, ;<- .,, ·:· ·......•· · ·.· .· "In all seriousness, :we ~now we
know what students want and,
Winchester, Ohio, Paker:~ fci(/ ~: can't c~~ng(!_ t9~·..\Y._orlp i.ij ~-y~ar. but
therefore, how we can help them.
the executive ticket primanly to
we intend to get things rolling."
"Our first priority will be to
become more involved with the
·
increase communication, and our
broader areas of the university
BY KARA BENKEN

Library survey
The McDonald Library is currently conducting a .
survey for March of 1997 to determine how easily patrons
can find library materials, to determine their knowledge
of and satisfaction with library sources and services and
to solicit their preferences for future priorities. They sent
out questionnaires to a stratified sample of 2,275 graduate
and undergraduate students. They are asking the students
who received these questionnaires to fill them out and
send them back to the library by ~riday.

Flood relief
The Division of Spiritual Development is collecting
donations for the American Red Cross Disaster Relief
Fund for the victims of the flood. Contributions can be
dropped off at either the Campus Ministry Office (Loyola
House) or the Spiritual Development Office.

Jesuit task force
The Jesuit Task Force Lecture and Discussion
Series presentation on Jesuit Vocation and Jesuit Training
has been rescheduled for Monday, April 7 at 7:30 p.m. in
the University Center Terrace Room.

Human rights
Amnesty International will sponsor a workshop on
Thursday at 7:30 p.m. atthe Dorothy Day House on
Responsible.Consumerism forHuman Rights Week.

Plan your life with XU

-compiled by Virginia Sutcliffe

Student Services is soliciting
opportunity for clubs and
students
interested in submitting.
organizations
and
an
opportunity
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
.for students to know when events .designs for the cover of the planner.
Fisher said that they are looking
are happening on campus," said
Fisher.
·
·
for a two-color design and students can
"Xavier Days" will be the
submit entires in the form of a disk or
Some athletic and recrename of a new student planner
an art board.
ational sports schedule informawhich will be available for
Entries can be turned in to room
tion will be available.
purchase in August of this year.
101D in the Office of Student Services
However, not all schedules
A committee, comprised ·of
in the University Center.
will be finalized before the
various represe'ntatives from groups
The deadline for submissions is
planner comes out.
across campus including athletics,
The planner will also· ·
April.19 and the winnerwill be
SGA, SAC, Hall Council, CAPS,
compensated with some sort of prize;
include an academic and ·
marketing and public relations, has
administrative directory of phone · however, Fisher is not sure what it will
been working since the fall of 1996
be.
numbers and hours of operation
on ideas for the planner.
Any group interested· in having a
for various offices as well as a
Brenda Fisher of student
date in the planner can submit it to
campus map.
services and chair of the committee
·Megan Jackson in Marketing. and
Fisher said that this
said the planner was thought of as a
Public Relations by Thursday, May I.
way to help students get organized
directory will not take the place
Fisher said that other colleges
and have easy access to other . , ... , , of the phone directory printed
.
and
universities
alfeady ·have student
important information they need: · · .. every year.
..
planners
such
as
this one and she
"We wanted to create a
There will also be blank
ages at the· end of the d1'rec.tory _ believes it will be a valuable asset to
P
professional, essential and personal
any student.
for students' personal use.
resource for each student," said
"It will be a nice resource to
· The final price of the
. Fisher.
.
carry
around
all the time andit will
1
The planner will include
p anner has not yet been
promote
time
management skills as ·
week at a glance pages where
determined, but Fisher said it will
well," said Fisher;
be around $6.
·students can write assignments or
Students are permitted to presocial activities.
The committee.is in the
order
the
planners.
Vanous clubs and organizamidst of negotiating where the
For questioRS·or to pre-order,
planner will be sold.
tions will be able to put deadlines
call Fisher at 745-3004.
or events on the various· days of the .·
The committee plans to
calendar. ·
·
solicit coupons from area
"It is both a promotional
merchants to put in the planner.
BY VmGINIA SUTCLIFFE

Security Notes
Thursday, March 6, 10 a.m.
Physic.al Plant workers discovered six light globes were
missing from the staircase in Husman. They were found
shatteredon the sidewalk in front of the building.

Friday, March 7, 9:30 p.m. . .

.

Cincinnati Fire Dept. responded to a small fire on the third
floor of Brockman. A student's robe caught on fire from a
nearby candle, and the carpet in the hallway was damaged
when she threw the robe in the hall ..

Saturday, March 8, 10:51 p.m.·.
Someon~.damaged the door ofthe basement entrance
Kuhlman. The glass in the doorway was shattered.

to

Security Note of the Week
Saturday, March 8, 5 p.m~
A 29 year-old non-student was arrested and charged
With sexual imposition for inappropriate behavior
taking place in the library.
·

-compiled by Kara Benken
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Prof~rb~ Native American studiffi to XU
BY LEAH MONTGOMERY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

This semester Xavier
granted Michael F.
Steltenkamp, S.J. the
. Brueggeman Chair in Ecumenical Studies.
Steltenkamp comes to us
from Wheeling JesuitUniversity, where he is an Associate
·Professor of Religious Studies, .
and where he will be returning
at the semester's end.
Steltenkamp graduated
from the University of Detroit,
earned a Master's degree in
Folklore at Indiana University,
and a Ph.D in Anthropology
from Michigan State University.
Not only is Steltenkamp a
priest, he is an anthropologist,
as well as an author of two
books:
His first book, The Sacred
Vision: Native American
Religion and Its Practice Today,
was called "especially eloquent"

photo by Ramon DeJesus

Steltenkamp instructs his students on religious traditions of the native North American Indians:
by the American Indian Quarterly
and recommended as an introduction to the spirit of modern native
religion" by Theological Studies.
His second book, Black Elk:

Steps toward a more

.diverse campus
director's position will be
different than it was in the past.
. THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
· "The new director of
diversity w111 be able to spend
more time promoting diversity
Soon, Xavier University will with students and less time on the
compliance side," said Riga.
unveil the details of its new and
The hiring and compliance .
revolutionary plans for the
issues
will be handled in a joint
affirmative action program ..
effort between the personnel and
For the last two years,
Affirmative Action staffs,
Administrative Vice President
creating a more strategic and ·
John Kucia, Dr. Philip Jones, Dr.
pro~ctive
approach to the entire
.· Brenda Gardner and faculty
program.
committee chair, Dr. Cynthia
· According to Crown, "The
Crown have been developing a
new
director of diversity will be
plan to modernize and enhance the
able
to concentrate on all of the
school's affirmative action
positive
aspects of affirmative
program.
action
by
showing that, to some
In the past, the director of
extent,
we
are all affected by
. the affirmative action office has
diversity
and
by fostering an
handled both the legal duties and
atmosphere
of
collegiality."
the program's event coordinating
The
exact
details of the
duties, leaving the staff
plan
will
be
released
after a
overburdened and students with
search
committee
has
hired a
diminished access.
director
of
diversity.
The new plan, drawing on
Candidates. from corporate
.the latest corporate and collegiate
.
and
other
college Affirmative
practices, will divide these duties
Action
offices
will be considered.
between the Personnel Services
·
Riga
will
return to her fullDepartment, Affirmatiye Action
tim~
job
as
director
of personnel .
and the new position of director of
services.
diversity.
The new affirmative action
The director of diversity will
plan
should
open up opportunities
be responsible for promoting the
for
diversity
and dialogue at·
broad range of "inclusion" issues,
;xavie~
University.
and will be active in sponsoring
speakers, holding workshops and
creating literature th~~ 1vvJll
enhance the atmosphere of ·
campus diversity.
Director of Affirmative
Action Mrs. Kathy Riga said the .
BY WILLIAM KoNOP

Holy Man of the Oglala, received
the 1994 Alpha Sigma Nu Award.
He is presently teaching two
sections of a theology course titled
Religious Traditions of Native

North America.
This course explores
traditional ideals, rituals, and
ways of the North American
·Indians.

. Some topics discussed are
· the Indian relationship to the
environment, stereotypes associ. ated with Indians, drug use and
religious rituals among Indians,
and regional variation in Indian
religious practices.
"I think many students took
this course as an alternative to the
theology courses that they have
been familiar with over the years.
The students interest makes me
look forward to coming to class.
They are very receptive to the
material we cover," said
Steltenkamp.
Steltenkamp will be giving a
public lecture tentatively scheduled
for April 16 in Kelley Auditorium.
His lecture, "Black Elk,
American Indian Holy Man: Role
Model for the Millennium'.' will
discuss the presence of Native
American religious practice outside
the bounds of mainline
demoninations among Indians and
non-Indians.
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Homecoming Theme
Contest
.
.

IBe .Creative I

Win $100
.if your theme is selected!

Unite the student and alumni
theme for the upcoming,
November 22, 1997,
'-~

Homecoming~

.All entries win a prize! .
Fill out the entry form below and return
· it to the box
·
outside the SAC office by
fTheme J .
March 21, 1997. ·
NAME:
PHONE_:__________________,....___;.____
·THEME:

~---•

------------------_;_------------..;__---------------------1

Please drop off in box outside the SAC office by 3-21-97.
Sponsored by the
Student Alumni Association. and the
Student Activities Council.
.

..

.

Sign on for the ultimate· ·
{paid) learning experience
irt college .

Now accepting ·.
applications.for
positions on the
1997-98 staff of
The Xavier
.Newswire.

.let [/s' C/Ja/leRge Yoo/(l .
.

Positions Available....

*Santa Clara, CA
*Houston, TX .
*Cincinnati, OH .
·*Chicago, IL ·
*Jackson~ N.J
C VC has over seven years of experience working in theme parks throughout the country selling
various products such as Cotton Candy, Sodas and Water at shows and ride lines throu!?hout the
park. Full-time employees can gross between $4000-$6000 in a e:iven summer! Housin2 and
transportation are provided! An excellent opportunity to build your resume whll~ meeti~g and
working with students from across the nation. make great money and be in great shape by th~ end
of the summer! Flexible hours for part/full time positions. Local and out-of-state positions
·
· · ··
·
available, ·
·

Interested??
1-800-641-5281
1-800-282-9957
You Won'tRegretltt!!

Applications may be picked up at our Cohen .
Center offices or at the Stlldent. Development offices
in the University Center.
Editor-in-Chief applications due April 2nd.
All others due April 10th.
~',',,'

'"' .

',·.

,

',

,',,,.

·,'',' ,,,

,~

'

.

Lt's nottoo early tostart thinkillg about your ultimate summer.iob experi~rice!.
Are you motivated? Outgoing? A team player? Do you love ta Travel?

Openings are avaliable in all positions· including
Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editor, Ad Representatives,
Section Editors, Assistant Editors, Business Manager,
World Wide Web Specialist, Photo Editors, Copy
Editors and Distribution Managers. AHinterested.
parties are encouraged to apply.
All positions are paid and require a 10-25 hour a
week con:lmitment(depending on position). Questions
may be directed toPatrick Ayers at 745-3607. ·
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"A Little Biiof Hllrd Work/or an Experie11ce ofA Lifeti;ne!" .
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I work for the Sign Crew, an
organization located in the ·
basement of the University
Center.
.We create and display
promotional signs for campus
groups and clubs.
I am writing in response to
In addition, among other
Steve Smith's article "Muskies
special projects, we make the
metaphor for Xavier X-cellence" monthly event calendars outside
in last week's Newswire.
the post office and the Musketeer
After four years at Xavier, Inn.
This is my third year being
the best thing Steve Smith can ·
say about this school is that it
on the sign crew and I have
has a good basketball program?
always been bothered by the fact
I wonder where exactly
that throughout each month, the .
Mr. Smith has spent those four
calendar we work so hard to
years. They certainly weren't at produce, seems to mysteriously
the Xavier, I know.
disappear.
I could have gone to
·This year, special effort has
several other universities (some
been put into thecalendar by some
with equally good basketball
very talented artists.
Unfortunately, we don't get
teams), but I chose Xavier
because of the personal attention a chance to appreciate it beca.use
lavished on its undergraduates.
such a large portion is stolen so
One friend, ·who is
.
quickly. .
·
languishing in the (admittedly
We put up the March
basketball-deprived) Ivy League, calendar and 11djoining posters
may brag about her Nobel(illustratio11s of St Patrick's Day
Laureate physics professor, but
leprechauns) on Friday, Feb. 28,
does that professor invite her
and by Wednesday, March 5,
into his home and make a
twelve of the post office calendar
sincere effort to befriend her?
dates and both large posters were
·Certainly not.
. gone.
The faculty members here
We are flattered that
have done a marvelous job of
students enjoy our artwork so
pushing me to do my best work
much that they wish to possess it,
. in· the classroom; think indepen- .. butthey must realize that by.
dently and mature into a
tearing it down in just a single
responsible adult.
day, they are vandalizing Xavier
Several have become
University and depriving other
mentors and friends, as well as
students of valuable event
instructors.
information.
I will be well-prepared for
What kind of impression
would a visitor or potential
graduate school and the rest of
my life, thanks to their efforts.
student get at the·sight of halfThis, not basketball,
missing calendar?
"incorporates everything Xavier
The gaping holes of the
is and everything Xavier strives
blank bulletin board and leftover
to be as a university."
shreds make the area look sloppy
I enjoy the basketball
and unprofessional.
season and cheer for the
If you have a problem with
Muskies as loudly as anyone
our artwork or would like to have
else, but it is academics that will it at the end of the month, you can
make me proud to hang my
stop by or call our office at Xdiploma on my wall in two
· 3071from1:30-6 p.m. on Monyears.
days, Wednesdays and Thursdays .
. I have one further question We also have Friday office hours
for Mr. Smith: If this is "a
from 1:30-3 p.m.
university where the benefits are
We would love to hear from
mediocre and the price is by no
you and then you can give us the
means right," why did you stay
respect we think we deserve.
here?
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Basketball
isn't only thing
at Xavier

a

Gia Hayes
sophomore

Stephanie Lanter
Xavier Sign Crew·
junior

Sign Crew's
hard work
Search of
merits respect home was
I am concerned about
something which in the grand
scheme of issues may not appear
to be a big deal, but to me, says ·
a lot about the simple integrity
of Xavier students.

unwarranted
What are the powers of the
campus police force?
Are they a legitimate

police department?
Are they simply bored and act
hastily when a problem arises? ·
Those of us who reside at
3739 Ledgewood would like to
know the answer to these questions.
Admittedly, we were as
happily apathetic as everyone else
until last Tuesday when Chief
Couch paid us a visit.
To his credit, he was polite
and explained exactly what was
going on.
He was searching for missing
"signage" (his word), that was
believed to be in our house.
This missing "signage" had
disappearedfrom the Office of
Multi"Cultural Affairs.
We have had friendly relations
with our neighbors at Multi-Cultural
Affairs. We have had no problem
with them.
We explained this to the Chief
.and assumed that would be the end
ofit.
We were mistaken.
As the Chief scrutinized our.
living room he handed us a piece of
paper that was a voluntary consent
form to have our house searched.
· This paper was supposed to be
in lieu of legitimate search
warrant.
It was not as simple as that,
for by refusing to sign the consent to
search we would have effectively ·
declared ourselves to be guilty.·
So, we signed after asking a
few questions and ascertaining that .
is would be a "qukk look through
the house."
· What started as a simple "look
through" turned into a full scale
search in which every drawer was
opened and closet searched.
Dirty laundry was even torn
through, _as if by a woman at a flea
market.
During the invasion of our
privacy, we asked the Chief who
would accuse us of such a thing and
why would they think it was.us;
He responded by saying it
would be better if we didn't know.
He. was probably right.
· Two of the students residing
in this house are international
students.
One of these students was not
present and did not consent to the
search.
His drawers, closet and other
belongings were still searched.
Why one of us would steal
"signage" from the Office ofMultiCultural Affairs, we do not know.
Obviously, some mistaken
accuser thought we did.
The one thing that amazes us,
is how easily the Chief thought it
was us and decided to pillage our
house.
We are writing to proclaim
our innocence and protest our
treatment.

a

Nate Potter
Jason Monnerat
sophomores
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Prosser puts on d.ancing
shoes, leads XU to the ball
Pete who?
In 1994, it seemed Pete
Gillen' s departure would leave
Xavier in basketball limbo for
years to come.
He left a mark on the
. university that, at the time, was
immeasurable - never to be
surmounted by another.
Now, just three years later,
Skip Prosser has already carved
his name into the rock we call
Xavier's basketball tradition.
Prosser has taken Xavier to
new heights never achieved by
any coach in the history of Xavier
basketball.
Now, Prosser is taking his
team to the NCAA tournament as
the seventh seed in the Midwest
division.
They will play tomorrow
afternoon in Auburn Hills, Mich.
against Vanderbilt University.
The players are ecstatic
about going to the tournament;

however, Prosser stays calm, and
as always, humble about another
chance to put Xavier in the
spotlight.
Without a doubt, Prosser is
proud of his accomplishments at
Xavier, but one has to think that
he won't rest until Xavier reaches
the pinnacle of being called a
national basketb.all powerhouse.
If this is his goal, it's well
within reach;
·
The players, coaches, fans,
students, and everyone affiliated
with Xavier basketball should be
proud and feel they have been a
part of the success of the program.
However, Prosser, as
captain of this ship, should be
given the MVP award this season.
Prosser was able to handle
all of the attention XU received
this past year and still keep his ·
team focused on the real task at
hand.
That's not easy to do with a

I

J

'

group of 20-something-year olds
who are put in front of national
TV cameras on a regular basis.
The players on the team
have been waiting f~r the chance
to play in the NCAA tournament
their entire lives.

Prosser has already been
there.
With the enthusiasm and
readiness of the players and
Prosser' s experience and leadership, they'd better pack thoroughly. Because they're going to

be gone awhile.·
In addition to those
Reeboks, they'd better pack their
dancing shoes - we wouldn't
want Cinderella's feet to get cold.

-J.R.D.

Question of the Week
"How far will Xavier go in the NCAA
tournament and who will win it all?''

"I think thl)t they could go to the Sweet·
16, but Kansas will win it all." .

Demetrius Robertson
freshman
.Long Beach, CA

"If we beat UCLA then. we'll go to the
Final Four. Kansas will win it all."

Ken Cyron
freshman
Washington, D.C.

"lthink that Kentucky will take it all, but·
we'll make it to the Elite Eight."
·

Jennifer Clayton ·
junior
Indianapolis

"We'll beat Vanderbilt, then play UCLA.
Of course Kentucky will be the champion."

Alisa Dixon
·•"''"". ",J,µnior
.
Shelbyville, KY

Jain· Ille· Newswire

as much respect as lawyers,
student senators and soccer players!

~-Get

Retro clothing.
Early '80s music.
Used term papers.
'.:).
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·Don't you ever
buy anything new?
~

Present _these MasterCard Exclusives™ coupons along with your MasterCard~ and save some money on
things you could use. Like maybe a great pair of jeans -

preshrunk and faded to look old, of course.

EXPRESS

T W

SAVE 15% .

E E .D

00

ill!DAY-TIMER•
ao•hANNOV-•A ..Y

SAVE 15%

SAVE 50%

Save 15% on. your first order when you use your
MasterCard• card. Call 1-800-433-3600 to
request a FREE catalog. Mention code GGWA
when making purchase.

Offer Hot Valid Without This Coupon.
Offer Not Valid Without This Coupon.
Otter and coupon valid 2/1197 lo 5131/97. Otter valid only on pur·
Otter and coupon valid 2/1/97 to 5131197. Otter valid only on pur·
chases using a MaslerCardl' card. Coupon must be redeemed at
chases using a MasterCard9 carcf. Coupon must be redeemed at
the time of purchase. Otter does not apply to prior purchases and
the lime of putthasa. Limit one per cuslomer. Cannot be used Jn
cannot be used to purchase gift certitlcates. This coupon cannot be
con/unction with any other coupon or offer. Any reproduction, copy • combined with any other coupon or discount. II Is valid In all
or facsimile will not be accepted. Oller valid on regular-priced,
, E>lpress stores for Express mercha~ndlse only. It Is not valld Jn
ln·slock merchandise only al any partlclpallng Sam Goody or
Structure or Bath & Body Works stores. Associates of Express and
Muslcland store.
Its allillales and Immediate family members are not eligible lo
receive this discount.
STORES: ENTER MAf\KOOWN COOE #046
UPC CODE Ob'100·00046
AUTHORIZATION #503 .

Otter valid 2/1/97 to 5131/97. Ottervalld only on purchases using a
MasterCard' card. Offer void where prohibited, taxed, or restricted.
Coupon may not be combined with any other coupon or discount.
Otter does not apply to shipping and handling. Limit one order

"Get organized" .and plan your busy schedule with the
company that invented the personal organizer. P.ay just
$19.95 for the complete D:iy-Timer portable Joose-Je:iJ
system-a savings of 50% when you use your
MasterCard11 card. System includes:
• Black zippered binder
• Full year of dated pages
• FREE binder personalization
•FREE AM/FM stereo headphones
• FREE shipping
Call Day-Timer, Inc. at 1-800-225-5005. Mention Key
# 153294 to get this trial offer for students. Use product
#AFP7529X to order.

ExclusiveS"'
FOR COLLEGE

'

Mastercard

tW7

The hottest fashion ttends from London to
Tokyo-all in one piace. Use this coupon and
your MasterCarde card to save 15% on everything you want from Express. Express. What's
new.Now.

Purchase any iwO compact discs with a regular
"price. of $9.99 each or higher with your
MasterCard• card and iei:eive a FREE CD single
or cassette single.

'

CO 1997 MasterCard International Incorporated

http:Ilwww.mastercard.com/college

"FREE SINGLE

.

•

ExclusiveS"'
FOR COLLEGE

por person.

••
ExclusiveS"'
FOR CD°LLEGE

Ottervalld 2/1/97. to 5131/97. Otter valid only on purchases using a
MasterCard° card. Limit one order per person. 100% SATISFAC·
TION GUARANTEED.

•

ExclusiveS"'
FOR COLLEGE

SAVE 10%
Save l 0% on any purchase of S50 or
more when you use this coupon and
your MasrerCarde card at participating
stores. To locate the store nearest you, call
1-800-353-FOOT (1-800-353-3668) or visit
us on the Internet at www.theathletesfoot.com
oner Not V1lld Without Thi& Coupon.
Otter and coupon valid 2/1/97 to 5/31197. Oller valid only on pur·
chases using a MasterCanr' card. Coupon must be redeemed
al the time of pun:hase. Offer not valid with any other oiler or
discount, or previous purchases. Otter valid at all participating
The Athlete's Fool stores In the U.S.
CODE: 10

•

ExclusivesFOR COLLEGE

XU part ofpolo·.·1-0·_·r'.·e·· .'
Bv PETE HoLTERMANN

Muskies double fault
The men's and women's tennis teams dropped matches
this past week as they head into the stretch run of their spring
se~on.

The Musketeer men suffered losses to the University of
Kentucky and the University of Louisville last week as their
record fell to 2-8 overall.
In the Kentucky match senior Monish Patel scored the
only victory for X, winning in straight sets, 6-2, 6-4. UK
domina.ted the afternoon claiming a 5-1 victory.
Louisville would not be any easier for the Musketeers as
the Cardinals shut down the Muskies for a 7-0 victory, Senior
Greg McDaniel and junior Doug Klekamp had the strongest
outing for Xavier as the played a hard fought match, only to
fall 8-6 in the end.
.
On the women's side, things weren't much better as the
Lady Musketeers were defeated by Eastern Michigan 8-1.
Freshman Julie Roth captured Xavier sole victory as she
battled back after losing the first set for a 1-6~ 6-3, 6-2 win.
The loss drops the ladies record to 6-3 overall as they
head to Virginia Tech for an Atlantic JO contest Saturday.
The men next take to the courts on Friday when they
travel to Bowling Green for a 4:00 p.m. showdown. ·
By Steve Smith

Parker 12th in NCAA meet
Th_e Musketeer rifle teani was unable to earn a spot in
last weekend's NCAA Championship to defend its national air
rifle title, but senior-Andrea Parker did compete in the
individual competition.
Parker, a two-time All-American selection in both air
rifle and smallbore, placed 12th in the 28 person air rifle
competition. She registered a score of 384 including 19
centers at the championship that was held at Murray State
University~ It was her fourth consecutive NCAA appearance.
In the past·1o:years;Xavier has serifatleastone_ · .
.
iliis has tieen'uricfer~
individual to the national competition.
the guidance of head coach Alan Joseph.

,.\fr

By Pete Holtennann

Lacrosse second in midwest
The Xavier Lacrosse team hosted a round-robin tournament last weekend with the University of Illinois and Kent
State, and the Fighting Illini escaped from Cincinnati with the
win.
In the first game, XU defeated Kent 6-1. Kevin
Hastings had a pair of goals, and Matt Tobin, Ben McClellan,
Jeremy Hills and David Bridges each added one for Xavier.
Goaltender Brian Kenny helped seal the victory with 16 saves
,in the game.
The Musketeers were dealt their first loss of the season
by Illinois in the next game. Illinois, the defending Midwest
Division Champions, held a 5-2 lead at the half after Muskie
goals from Bridges and-Hastings. Illinois came out strong in
the second half, and put the Muskies away for a 14-4 win.
Xavier is currently ranked second in the Midwest
Division of the National College Lacrosse League.

Wednesday, March 12
Thursday, March 13
Friday, March 14
Saturday, March 15

Sunday, March 16
Tuesday, March 18

•Baseball vs. Cincinnati, 2 p.m.
•Men's Basketball vs. Vanderbilt at 7:40 p.m. in the
NCAA Tournament in Auburn Hills, Mich. on
CBS(WKRC-Ch: 12)
•Men's Tennis vs .. Bowling Green at 4 p.m.
•Men's Basketball vs. UCLA/Charleston Southern
winner at 7:30 p.m. in the NCAA Tournament in
Auburn Hills, Mich. on CBS(WKRC-Ch. 12)*
•Baseball vs. Toledo at Noon (doubleheader)
•Women's Tennis at Virginia Tech at Noon
•Baseball vs. Toledo at Noon
•Women's Tennis· vs. East Tennessee at 9 a.m.
•Baseball at Ball State at 4 p.m.

All home games are in bold
Home baseball games are played at Hayden Field
*Xavier will advance to this game with a win Thursday
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·Twenty years ago today,
Xavier.athletic bistory was made.
· On March 12, 1977, Xavier's
· indoor polo team won its second
consecutive national championship, making it the only XU team
to ever record back-to-back
national titles.
That is not a misprint; it
should read indoor polo.
Indoor polo is similar to the
outdoor game. The most apparent
difference is the venue. Simply
imagine polo on dirt in hockey
rink. The field is somewhat
smaller in indoor polo than in the
outdoor game (about the size of a
football field for indoor), and
only three players compete
indoors, but four play in the
outdoor version.
Xavier did not have the
facilities for such a team, but three
members of a local outdoor club .
team, who were also XU students,
decided to give the indoor game a
try in the national tourney.
So in 1976, the Musketeers,

a

Jake Sieber was one of three Musketeers to play on the 1976 and
1977National Champion Indoor Polo Team. In this photo, he is
playing in an exhibition game on Xavier's football field during the
dedication ceremonies of the O'Connor. Sports Center.

Rob, Jake and John Sieber entered team posted an 18-8 win over
three-and-a-half years.
the tournament, and won. They · Yale in the semifinals. The three
The Siebers took polo
tried again in 1977, and agrun
Musketeers took the title with a
seriously. Rob and Jake spent.a
brought an indoor polo champion- 25-12 win over Cornell. These . semester in Argentina in 1975.
·
were the first collegiate games for They spent a good .deal of their
ship back to Cincinnati.
That is not a misprint either. · the trio. N?t only had they never
South American stay playing polo
The three players on the team
played the mdoor game, but they
against some of the world's
··
were brothers.
had never even seen it before.
greatest players.
.
.··. ... When the ~ee rode ii:t the
.
, The family also developed a\ ,.,
Oh, and, their coach was
their ~athtfr, Robert.
.outdocir g~mu~;. ~~Irfather was
. . string of thor~ughbred pofo .
·
The Siebers were·known for ' their fourth teammate. Robert wa5" .,ponies~·'. Afone timer the family's
having a very hard riding style,
a 20 year veteran of the game
stable had 23 ponies in it.
The brothers had a sister
one that is needed for outdoor
when he guided his sons to the
polo. They used outstanding
national indoor titles. He is
Meg, who also went to Xavier.'
horsemanship and excellent
.. responsible for introducing his
She would have played on the.
athletic ability to help· compensate children to the game.
team as a freshman to replac~ Rob
for their lack of experience at the
.. As a team, the family had
the year after he graduated;
indoor game.
great success on the outdoor
however, intercollegiate indoor
To say they had a lack of
circuit. Together, they posted a
p0lo rules, did not make her
experience is a bit of an under98-2 record, including a 65-match eligible to play. ·.
statement. In 1976, the Xavier
winning streak that stretched over
In 1977, Xavier had to play
the 1975 national champion for
the title. After crushing Yale 33-2 .
in the semifinals, Xavier faced the
University of California-Davis. .
For the record, the Cal-Davis team
consisted of a pair of brothers.
In the highly touted champi- ·
. onship game, the defending
champion Xavier squad held off
the 1975 champion Cal-Davis
team, 13-9. Xavier was down by
two goals in this game, but the
favorites came back to retain their
title.
The three Muskies earned
national recognitionfor their
repeat championship. Sports
/llustrated highlighted the
·achievement of the trio in the
"Faces in theCrowd" section of
the magazine.
In addition to being the first
midwestern team to ever win the
National Indoor Polo title, they
were the first all-brother team to
win.
Although Xavier has not had
an indoor polo team since 1977,
the team's accomplishments have
· not been forgotten. Rob Sieber
brothers, was ~
the eldest of
The three Sieber brothers, John, Jake and Rob, and their father
posthumous inductee to the Xavier
Robert, stand with the John R. Townsend Challenge Trophy they
. Athletic-HallofFame after he
received for winning the Indoor Polo National Chti.mpionship.
· die<l; tragically in a polo~related
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Owls halt XU's A-10 title hopes
going, but Temple always had an time points.
answer. The Muskies went into
Temple's defense was the
the locker room at the half trailing difference in the game. Xavier
Playing Te~ple in a
31-2.1.
·. ·
.
struggled to pass the ball through
postseason tournament is ~ot,
Temple capitalized on the
the Owl zone to get inside baskets.·
something a team wishes for. Just advantage over Xavier on the
The Muskies also had difficulty
ask the Cincinnati Bearcats. UC · boards. The Owls had numerous driving through the zone to open
has ousted the Owls from the
second shot attempts in the first
things up. As a result, most of
NCAA Tournament the past two
half, courtesy of nine offensive
Xavier's outside shot attempts
years in a row, but those were not rebounds. Temple out-rebounded · were well contested.
For the evening, XU shot
easy wins.
XU by a margin of 18-12 in the
Last year, Temple handed
first half.
just 37 percent, and hit just four of
Xavier a 67-50 defeat in the
Xavier did not help the
21 three-point attempts. The
quarterfinals of the A-10 tourna- . cause by committing 13 turnovers. Muskies also committed 16
mentto end the Muskies' inaugu-. Ball handling woes led to several turnovers.
·easy Temple baskets, and resulted
Xavier head coach Skip
ral season in the conference.
This season, Temple has
in many blown opportunities for · Prosser felt the Musketeer
the Musketeers. ·
offensive woes were a direct result
knocked off then No. 4 UC and
then No. 9 Loui.sville; Temple
In the second half, Xavier
of Temple's defense. "We didn't
came out playing stronger. But so shoot the ball like we need to ·
also gave Xavier a scare in their
first meeting this season .. XU beat . did the Owls. XU scratched and shoot the ball to beat them, and l
. Temple at the Gardens in overtime clawed at the Owls' lead, and in · think that is a-credit to their
by a score of 68-64,Xavier's
the waning moments of the second defense," .said Prosser.
second~Iowest point total of the ·
half, Xavier was able to pull to a
"(On defense) our wings had
season.
tie.
to collapse because Lumpkin and
With just 1:03 remaining,
Brown like to dri".e and then pass
Once again, Xavier had to.
battle h~d to get anything against Temple held a 54-47 lead over the underneath," said Stewart.
the Owls in last Thursday's
Musketeers. Some clutch shoot. "We shot the ball poorly
ing, inc~uding a three-pointer by
because of their defense," said
contest. XU put up a gre~t fight,
especially forcing the game into
Lenny J:Jrown to tie the game with Brown. "We weren't able to
overtime, but the Owls were able
28 seconds. left, sent the game into make big shots down the stretch."
to advance to the semifinals with a · overtime knotted at 55 ..·
Brown and Darnell Will-·
The overtime was all
iams led Xavier with .14 points
69-62 win.
apiece. Torraye Braggs added 13.
Temple took off early.in the . Temple. Lamop.t Barnes and
..
Braggs and James Posey led
game, jumping out to a 22-6 lead· Lynard Stewllit headed up the
in the first 10 minutes of the
. · · charge for Temple. The pair
the Muskies to a 42-37 rebounding advantage over Temple. Both ·
game. Xavier started to get things scored 12 of Temple's 14 overBY PETE HoLTERMANN
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Lenny Brown hit a clutch three-pointer with 28 seconds left to force
last Thursday's game into overtime. XU lost; 69-62.

pulled down seven rebounds.
ful, and by-in-large, we do that,"
The difference in the game
Prosser said ..
was the Owls' ability to take the
"The only thing they give
Musketeers out of their comfort
you points forin this game is
zone, and make XU play Temple
putting the ball in the basket, and
basketball.
tonight we didn't do good .
"We're a team that has to do ·enough job of that," said
a lot of things well to be successProsser:

a

Be.st. and..,.:worst: . A-10 ,coIOparisQns·
miss and. a Ram victory.. Gocid call.
Best Coach: Hands down, John
· THE XAVIERNEWSWIRE
Chaney, Temple. Chaney took care of
The conference tournament is a
Duquesne with relative ease and then had
unique experience because 12 teams share
his troopsjacked up for XU before running .
two locker rooms and play l 1 games in· four out of gas against Rhode Island.· His team
days. With all this exposure to the other
is the most disciplined in the A-10.
teams in the A-10, especially the ones in the
Biggest Complainer About Officiating: Mike Jarvis, George Washington.
East Division, it's an opportune time to
make some interesting observations and
Jarvis is consistently in the men in stripes
comparisons aboutthe league's members.
faces. He's not afraid to use body Ian· guage. He got tossed in GW' s semifinal
. The following is a highly subjective
list ()fthe bests and
loss to St Joe's after
worsts in the A-10. ·
simulating the holding
of center Alexandre
Most Exciting
Player: Tyson
Koul with his
Wheeler, Rhode
sportcoat and an
Island ..Wheeler
assistant coach.
made the crowd gasp
Best Dre.ssed
Coach: Jarvis. He's
when he converted a
one-on-three
an Armani guy all the
fastbreak against
way. Slick style
accentuates his bald
Virginia Tech. He ·
head.
simply blew by the
Worst Dressed
defense with his
blazing speed.
Coach: Chaney.
Combine his open
After all the yelling
court skills with good
and screaming he does
outside shooting and
during the game; he
stellar passing and
can make any suit beg
for an iron. Chaney
you get one fun
player to watch.
doesn't teach style, he
Most Overrated
.
.
, Photo.s ~Y Tom Decorte teaches winning.
Player: Donnie Carr, Mike Jarvis, GWs stylm head coach.
Worst Mascot:
LaSalle. He will always be one of the top
The Owl, Temple. The only red owl I've
scorers in the A-10, but he hasn't learned , ever seen, not much enthusiasm, and
that passing to teammates is aviable option . couldn't dance worth a lick. ·Couldn't Bill
when he's being triple-teamed.
Cosby do a better job?
Biggest Ball Hog: Troy Manns,
B~st Mascot: The Hawk, St.
Virginia Tech. With the game on the line
Joseph's. It does nothing during the game
.. , but flap its wings. During timeouts, it runs
against Rhode Island, Manns decid,ed to
call his own number instead of dishing the . . figm:e eights around the court, one of the
· most hilarious sights in all of sports.
rock to VT' s all~time greatest player, Ace
Custis. The result: an off balance shot, a
Besides, can you think of another mascot
BY TOM DECORTE

that receives a full.scholarship? Hey, it
Island (adidas). First of all, who wears
takes serious muscie tone to flap your arms adidas anymore? Second of all, they're just
for 40 minutes. However, should he stop
ugly in. that powder blue color.
flapping at any time on the court, he can be.
Best Fans: Xavier. Whatthey
immediately relieved of his duties. No
lacked in number, they made up for in ·
pressure.
spirit. They stood and clapped before the
Best Spectmm Concession: Nachos first basket, just like at the Gardens, and
($3.50). With cheese, salsa, and most
were ferocious during pregame introducimportantly, jalepeno peppers.
tions. If the tourney ever moves to CincinWorst Spectmm Concession:· Hot
nati or Dayton, we'll have the kind of
dog ($1.50). Something was just not ri'ght
advantage St. Joe's and Temple enjoyed
about these franks. (The three dollar
last weekend. Although, there'z no reason
"Super Dog" wasn't
to throw Coke on
better, just bigger.)
the floor during the
game.
Best Pep Band:
The battle was tight in
Worst Fans:
the matchup between
Tie. LaSalle, St. ·
UMass and George
J()e's and Temp~e.
Washington. GW
Considering the
showed a good overall
event was held in
their home city,
repetoire of tunes,
including "The Final
one would think
Countdown~' and
their fans alone
'~Jungle Boogie."
could fill 12,000
UMass, however, not
· seats. Not true.
only showed good
The final was well
attended, but they
overall selection of
songs, but featured an
struggled to fill
exceptional soloist on
half of the arena.·
saxophone with· rendiQuotes:
tions of "Live and Let ·
"That was
Die":and "Soul Man."
Rubonics, not
Worst Pep Band·
Ebonics." St.
·
Tyson Wheeler of URI advanced the
St. Bonaventure. They
..
.
.
..
Joseph's coach
just didn't have the
·Rams to the finals with his exciting play. Phil Martelli on the
numbers or the variety to please. Plus, it's
postgame comments of Russian Dimitri
hard to watch anything in brown uniforms.
Domani.
Best Looking Sh~es: Xavier
"Xavier's got a bunch of guys that
(Reebok). Though our beloved Muskies
you don't hear about, but they give you 40
m~de an earlier exit than expected, their
minutes of hell." Temple head coach John
new kicks with the reflective silver bands
Chaney on Xavier's style of play.
"You know, Fordham's not that bad."
impressed much of the press corps. Also,
good uniform color coordination. . .
Some random spectator who obviously had
Worst Looking Shoes: ·Rhode
one too tnany.

Scuglik stars· at plate,
in relief pitching role
I

. BY TOM DECORTE

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Sophomore Mike Scuglik is
used to winning games for
Xavier's baseball team with his
bat, but now opponents will have
to ge~ used to him winning on the
pitchers mound as well.
Scuglik made two relief
appearances last week, picking up
awin and a save in addition to
hitting a home run.
The Kenosha, Wis. native is
a big reasonfor the Musketeers'
3-1 weekend record which helped
. them overcome a 2-9 start during
their southern trip.
On Thursday; Scuglik
picked up the save against
Campbell Univeristy inXU's 5-3
win. After starting the game in
centerfield, he moved to the
mound with one out in the ninth to
close out the Camels.
Scuglik also hit a solo
homer in the game, his second of
the season.
Later that day, Scuglik took
the mound in long relief, going
three innings, giving up only one
hit. The Musketeers scored four times in the seventh to defeat
. Western Michigan 10-7,.giving
Scuglik his first career win. . .
"Mike (Scuglik) was a nice
surprise for us on the mound,"
said assistant coach Joe Regruth.
"He really stepped in and did a
· nice job."
Catcher Jim Dallio said, "He
(Scuglik) was pitching during the
summer and now he's put himself
in a position where he can close
some games."
On Saturday, Xavier
defeated conference rival St.
Bonaventure 6-3, the second time
they beat the Boonies during the
trip. The win completed the
Muskies' southern trip with a
record of 5-10.
"I think when you're 1-6
like we were, and get yourself
back up to 5-10 you get the
feeling that you can win games
. again," said head coach John
Morrey.
"It felt good to see how
good we could be when we're
playing our game," said Dallio.
"Our spirits are definitely up."
Another spark for the Xavier
lineup has been the immediate
succ-ess of freshman outfielder
Matt Watson.
Hitting in the important
third spot in the batting order, he
is fourth on the team in batting
average at .298 in addition to
hitting two homers with eight
RBI.
"He's really filling an
important role in the batting order.
Not many freshmen are asked to
fill that role, and he's done a hell
of a job," said Dallio.
"He had a typical trip for a
- freshman. He showed some
flashes and struggled a little
toward the end," said Morrey.

Hlghly trained,

Personalized, computerized atudy
plms, tsllored to your

expert teachen who

Individual needa.

Inside and out.

Proven methoda,
guaranteed to
raise your score.

11now the tests

the leader In test prep and
admissions counseling

1-aoo~KAP·TEST
www.kaplan.com

NEWLY REMODLED
OFF-STREET PARKING
5 MIN. WALK

·Mike Scuglik has added relief pitching to his list of duties for /h.~
baseball team. He earned a win and a save in his first two career
relief appearances last week.
The pitching staff also
The news is not as good for
showed significant signs of
second baseman Zach Swisher.. ·
improvement during the latter
Swisher went down last Wednesstages of the trip. In the win over
day with a pulled quadricep. · He
St. Bonaventure, staff ace Louie
missed all the remaining games on ··
· Witte pitched his third complete . the Florida trip and is expected to
game of the season. He struck out miss today's game as well.
six, giving up seven hits and two
Freshman David Steckel has filled
earned runs. Witte's record is 2-2 in at second.
on the season.
Yesterday, the Muskies
Brock Boser threw well
traveled to Bloomington, Ind. to
against Campbell, going eight and face the Indiana Hoosiers.
one-third innings before giving
Watson went 3:..4 and Steckel got
way to Scuglik for the save.
two hits in an 11-2 loss.
Boser picked up the win, improvOnce again, XU hurt their
ing his mark to 1-2.
cause defensively, with three
Freshman James Siefker
fielding errors leading to three
made two starts, including going
unearned Hoosier runs. Walks
the first six innings in tqe Western also hurt the Muskies. Eight
Michigan win.
Hoosiers got free pass.
Regruth said, "Si~fker
The turning point in the
pitched well in his last two outings game was a three run homer by
and we're expecting him to
Indiana's Micah Nori.
continue his improvement."
John Shish was the starting
Defense is Morrey's main
pitcher and with the loss fell to 1. 4 on the year.
·
concern as the Muskies return
north. Xavier has committed 55
Xavier's home opener is
errors in 15 games, an average of
today against crosstown rival
almost four per game.
Cincinnati. UC struggled last ·
"The number one concern is season and is 3-5 so far this year.
picking up the ball. We're going
Morrey said, "They (UC)
to have trouble if we don't make
have a chance to be significantly .
the routine play," said Morrey.
better this year. Last year, 'they
"I think a lot of it is just
got into a terrible funk, but this
nervous energy. We might be too year they're going to win some
aggressive right now," said Dallio. games."
The Muskies are battling
This weekend Toledo will
injuries as well. Backup catcher
be at Hayden Field for a three
and designated hitter Mark
game series. The Rockets will
Madrovsky is still ailing from a
play a doubleheader against XU
pulled pectoral muscle and is
on Saturday starting at noon.
expected to be able to return
Sunday's game will also start at
behind the plate soon.
high noon.
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John Carroll llnlvcrslfJ
summer 1997
bur catalog ofsummer classes is ready to be mailed to
· you. The catalog gives you a complete listing of our
course_offerings, special workshops, and travel programs.
Call today for our Summer 97 Catalog.
Call 216-397-4257
or e-mail CGIBBONS@
JCVAXA.JCU.EDU

Sessions beginning
May, June, and July

.

Kool clears his throat
.Student art show·
Xavier University's art students have a display of
their work that will be open through April 11 at the Art
Gallery.
The exhibition features multi-media investigative
works such as oil stains on wood, graphite powder .
erasures and oil bars on polyurethane surfaces depicting
interpersonal relationships, self-portraits and human
figure studies.
Printmakers will show etchings andrelief prints
with personal imagery.
Ceramics students will display both functional
and sculptural pieces, wheel-thrown and hand-built, or
a combination of both techniques. ·
Firing processes inclt!de the traditional" oxidation
·
atmosphere of an electric kiln, and reduction methods
of Raku and pit:firing.
·
The Xavier University Art Gallery is open
Monday through Friday, from noon to 4 p.m.

Visit Spyz like. us
Rockers 24-7 Spyz, who are promoting their new
album "Heavy Metal Soul By The Pound," will perform
Sunday at 10 p.m. at Sudsy Malo.ne's.
Tickets are $6.
The group exploded out of the Bronx in 1988,
sharing valedictorian honors in the school of funk rock
· with Primus, Red Hot Chili Peppers and Livi_ng Colour.
But. vocalist
Jimi Hazel. and bassist
Rick
.
.
.
Skatore's new aibum iS sure to get thci adrenaline
pumping.
From the anti-trend rant "Clique," to the dynamic
"Burned" and the hopeful "Free To Be/' 24-7 Spyz's
attack struts with new found focus and clarity.
'

'

-

•'

This week's concerts
• Shag will play at Bogart's on Friday at 8:30
p.m.
Tickets are $7 in advance, $9 at the door.
• The semi-final rounci of the High School Band ·
Challenge will be held" on Saturday at Bogart's.
The show starts at 8 p.m., and tickets are
$6.75.
• Big Head Todd and the Monsters. will play at
Bogart's on Tuesday at 8 p.m.
.
Nil Lara will open.
Tickets are· $15 in advance, $16.50 at the door.

Women's history speaker
Dr. Theresa Leininger-Miller, assistant professor
from the Art History/School of Art at University of
Cincinnati, will be speaking on Monday at 7:30 p.m. in
Kelly Auditorium.
Her speech, "Deux Femmes Sculpteurs Noires:
African American Women Artists in Paris Between the
WorldWars," is apart of Women's History Month.
A reception will beheld following the talk at the
·Honors House on Ledgewood Drive.
W.O.R.T.H;, French Club. arid Phi Alpha Theta
. are sponsoring the event.
.
- information compiled by the Diversions staff

BY SOREN BAKER

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Washington, D.C., club
DJ/rapper/producer DJ Kool
works his multi~faceted magic
blending the sounds of live
hip-hop a_nd positivity on his
latest party flavored project,
"Let Me ClearMy Throat."
Doug E. Fresh and Biz
Markie have joined the fiesta
to help bring hip-hop back to
its carefree past.
·
DJ Kool took a minute
to chat with the Newswire' at a
Pizza Hut in the South East •
section of the Na ti on' s
Capital.

How did you come up
with the concept for "Let Me
Clear My Throat?"
·
· "Hollywood Swingin' ,"
those horns, when·you hear
that, you know what's going
on.
· "The 900 Number," first
of all, my thing with that was,
OK, here's a classic party beat
that nobody's ever done
anything with.
This is just something I
was clowning around with in
the club one night.
· To use "Hollywood
Swingin' ,"I've always liked
that horn·sound and i was
tryirig to figure out a good
way to start the song off.
.When I was telling my
DJ about it, he couldn't hear
it. He didn't believe it until I
had actually put it together
and he'd seen the reaction ..
Using "The 900
Number" for "Let Me Clear
My Throat," first of all, the
whole idea came up as a
mistake.
I was playing "The 900
Number" one night in
Peters berg, Virginia because·
we were doing the."Twenty
Minute Work-Out" thing.
I was getting ready to
say something and something
got caught in my throat.
And I said, "Uh-huh-uhhuh-huh. God DAMN! Let
me clear MY throat."
I thought about that old
line from the Beastie Boys,
that's why I said that.
So I'm just clowning,
and everybody's looking
around laughing or whatever,
and I said, "Hum, let me try
that again."
·
After a while it caught
on and it just became a little
routine. That's all it was,
something simple.

How do you get the
crowd involved?
We do that call and
response thing, and unless
somebody's just stupid, or
they're deaf, it'd be pretty
hard for them not to get
involved with what we're
doing.

Washington, .D. C., native DJ Koolprovld~s pa:ft}i must~ o~ his "Let
Me Clear My Throat" album.
It's easy as opposed to
somebody just getting up there
dropping a whole bunch of
lyrics.
, When you're in a
position like that, people have
got to be into your song. .
So right off the bat, it's
got to be a dope beat.
If the beat ain't
slammin', they're not going to
be into you anyway.
A lot of songs, man,
people don't even really care
about what you're saying as
long as the beat is slammin.'
Case in point, Das Efx's
.· "They Want Efx."
Didn't nobody care what
they was talking about because
for real, for real, topically they
weren't talking about anything.
It wasn't what they were
saying, it was how they were
saying it.
And then when every-·
body started listening, they
were like, "Oh, I heard that on
TV," or "That's some everyday
stuff."
But it was the delivery.
And then on top of that,
the beat was slammin ..'
But that's the first thing
·you're checking for, the beat.
I think that's one of the
reasons why a lotofpeople
couldn't hear Public Enemy at
first because their music was so
abstract.
But then, .after Chuck and

them made something that people
could relate to just a little bit
more musically, and then they
started hearing what he was
saying, they were like, "Oh
(shucks)."

What is your next album,
"Back To The Old School,"
going to be like?
It will probably be about

10 songs at the most because a
lot of people be trying to come
up with all these songs on their
albums. They ain't making no
money from 'em.
If I got eight or 10 songs
on an LP, I want to be able to
drop all of them as singles and
make that money more than
once.
And if I decide to remix it,
which hopefuUy I won't have to
do that because you do remixes if
the originaljoint didn't do an
that, it'd be easy.

Do y~u think fun is
missing from hip-hop music
these days?
Yeah.
My thing is that I'm not
trying to offend anybody.
I don't care what color,
what age bracket, how much
money you're making or
whatever..
·
· I want everybody to be
able to hear my music, from the
, ··~
youngest to the oldest
. Basically, I'm here to make
people have a good time. I've
been doing that my whole life.

James Jam joyously on 'Whiplash'
BY ALLEN CHUDZINSKI.
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

On a rare occasion,
during one of my meanderfogs
into the Dana Gardens, I was
pleased and surprised to hear
James sounding forth from the
jukebox.
It is quite interesting to
hear a bunch of Xavier
. students, boys and girls alike,
break into screaming falsetto,
echoing the sweet melodies of
Tim Booth.
If these uninitiated
devotees of the hit song "Laid"
are expecting the same upbeat
Brit Pop and "folkadelia"
found on the "Laid" album,
they will be suq)rised to find
that James exhibit quite a wide·
variety, ranging from pop to
technoon their new album,
"Whiplash."
The techno tinges,
reminiscent of the "Wah Wah"
album released in 1994, are no .
doubt courtesy of friend and
co-producer Brian Eno, whom
audiophiles will recognize for
his ambient and, electronic ·.
sound collaborations with such
artists as David .Bowie and
U2.
James, however, do not
abandon their pop roots or lose
their sanity, thanks to the ..
directiori of head prodricet
Stephen Hague, who has

on the British charts, "She's a
Star."
Once· again, Jrunes.shine
with radiant Brit Pop style.
Just as fascinating,
though, is the Eno-electronic
James, a phenomenal blend of
musical talent exhibited on
such songs as ''Greenpeace," a
song of environmental concern
·which features jungle beats
and Booth's idiosyncratic
· falsetto .
"Go to the Bank," is a
song for which Booth improvised the lyrics during recording, and' the astoundingly .
passionate ''P.lay Dead," is
equally pleasing to the ear.
It's really not astonishing
that James take this directi9n
with ",whiplash."
They are a group of
musicians
started the
. . who
..
original Manchester sound in ··
· 1983 with other of the city's .
greats such asThe Smiths. ·
. They didn't merely
follow British trends, they
started them .
.,
Not looking terribly happy, the members OJ James strike a pose.
. Now they soar with. a
variety of musical .talent and .
explosion, "Tomorrow"·reels
instrumentation. , , ,
.
since it wa~ so experimental arid
worked with the likes o(pop
with guitarist Saul Davies' ·
. James not only survived
stars.Blur.
·
atypical of James' previous
shattering chords and illustrious
the '80s and the c~anging of
. "Whiplash" begins with a
work .
It is no wonder that
violins, and Booth's soaring
musical style, but they
new version of the song "Tomor- ·
Booth and the bad boys decided
vocal styling and poetic lyrics
continue to push the edge of
row," which originally appeared
on the "Wah Wah" alb_uni It
to re-release the song,forJhave ·..... which leave the listener breath- ... . existing music:al boundaries.
was re-recorded because.~'Wah

JAMES

Wah" w~ on1fav'iii1~bilinthe

United Kingdom for one week
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·

worthy of note is the _current hit
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.
days; evenings an!'.!
. thing really bright this
·
.·weekends-at Loyola's .
·.summer-the chance to
four Chicago-area ·
"Yrap up a required cour~e ·
or get a jump on.finishing.. . can:ipuses, plus a
· ·.convenient. touch~tone
your degre~at Loyola ·. .
registration (TIR) system..
University Chicago. .
·
Enroll in our Summer ..
Sessions (May 19 ~June 20 .·• ·
·and June 30 -August 8) ... ·
and get something that
outlasts a tan:
• A superior education with .
top-quality faculty at
Loyola, rated as one of the
nation's "best" unive.rsities.

Summer Sessions
May 19 -June 20
June 30 - August 8
·Enroll now.

• A wide choice of undergraduate courses in · : · :
. businessiarts and sciences,
education and nursmg~· •. .
including Political Science .
(PLSC) 211: The. American .
Presidency. .
• Access to 400+ networked
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: ....
university library systeII1,s~ .·
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C,boir,,concert
BY KARA BENKEN

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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CENCOR
,..,,SERVICES
An Ac:c11~taff~Co1npany·

Xavier students will be
participating in the Lenten
tradition of performing a
"Requiem" piece Saturday at the
Spring Choral concert in .
Bellarmine Chapel at 8 p.m.
Written and performed by
English composer John Rutter in
1985, "Requiem" has a more
. contemporary focus than its
traditional classic composers
such as Mozart, Cherubini,
Berloiz and Verdi.
Xavier's Concert Choir,
conducted by Chair of the Music
Department Dr. Helmut Roehrig,
will be accompanied by instru~
mentalists on flute, oboe, harp,
cello, timpani and organ.
"l believe our. audience
will appreciate Rutter's more ·
contemporary style, especially
with the inclusion of English
texts and meditations," Roehrig
said.
Unlike other pieces by
Brahms and Faure, Rutter's
version is made of a personal
selection of texts, some taken
from the "Requiem" in the
traditional Catholic iiturgy and
some from the 1662 Book of
Common Prayer, used especially
in burial services.
The work is composed of
seven pieces which form an

arch-like meditation on life and
death.
The first and last pieces
("Requiem Aetemam" and "Lux
Aetema") are prayers on ,behalf
ofall humanity and are taken
from the "Requiem Mass."
The second and sixth
pieces ("Out of the Deep" and
"The Lord is My Shepherd") are
Psalms, while the third and fifth
("Pie Jesu" and "Agnus Dei") are .
personal prayers to Christ.
The climatic and fast-paced
middle piece "Sanctus" is an
affirmation of divine glory,
proclaming the holiness of
Christ.
"Although full of formal
· Latin texts handed down for
centuries, this piece applies to the
life and death cycles we examine
in Lent and is accompanied by
English text explaining the burial
service," Roehrig said.
"It is a very melodic piece,
and the choir presents the
arrangement and the close
harmonies well."
Born in London in 1945,
Rutter studied music at Cambridge University and then went
on to compose and directoperas,
anthems, carols and chtµ"ch
music for the Cambridge Singers.
His special interest in·
composing for young people and
amateurs is evident in not only ,,,.
his recordings but also in his
popularity in the United States.
Admission to the concert is
·free.

''Wouldn't 'it be great to
live in a world where insecurity was a turn-on?"

"Calendar Man ... Calendar Man ... Doing
the things ... Calendar can!!!"

weclneday
March 12
•Welcome to Calendar City,
where we pour chili on our spaghetti
noodles! Whoa!
•What's the best part of waking up? International Coffee Hour,
of course! Students from Korea
sponsor this beloved event in the
Romero Office of the University
Center. The coffee and conversation lasts from the sacred hour of
3:30-4:30 p.m. Come worship the
holy bean of caffeine!
oil up ya.n:- eq.ripn:nt, the
Xavier baseball team takes on the
U.C. sissies in a batter-up, slide
~ome, wack 'em in the head and
make 'em bleed game on the battle
ground known as Hayden Field. Get
yourbatstoHaydenat2p.m., where
the blood will flow like Cincinnati
chili.
•The Esquire Theatre finishes
up their Israel Film Festival with the
import "Santa Clara." Unfortunately, the. C-Man has no idea about
the content of this flick. However,
be spontaneous and see this foreign
film! Maybe the Esquire will do
more neat stuff like this! "Santa
Clara" film times are 2:30 & 7:30
p.m.

•The Playhouse in the Park
presents "Having Our Say," a dramatization of the memoirs of Sadie
& Bessie Delany, ages 106 and 104~
Just sit and relax as these two ladies
share a hundred and ten years of
experiences. Performance begins at
8 p.m. For more information, call
421.-3888.
•Pete-o-rific told the C-Man
that the Gufs are performing at
Ripley's, home for those with alternative tastes and pierced nipples.
Doors open at 9 p.m.
•Get Ready To Rumble!
The Xavier University mafo basketball team hits the floor with voluptuous Vanderbilt at 7:40 p.m. on the
dot!!!! Warm-up the boob tube,
tap that keg, pop that popcorn and
pump up .the volume on channel 12
(CBS) ... or ... just hop in your
Metros or Cabriolets and roadtrip
to Auburn Hills, Mich.Just get ready
for a hullabuloo of hoops!!! Check
it out, baby! It's the NCAA Tournament!!

: •Albert Brooks, Holly Hunter
and William Hurt star in the electronic romance hit of the 80's,
"Broadcast News." Film time starts
at 3:30 p.m. at the Movies on Race
St.
•St John's Unitarian Church
will have a Veggie Potluck at 6 p.m.
EarthSave Cincinnati sponsors the
event hoping to educate planetary
Six ...
citizens about sane food choices as
• Retu+n of the Friday,
a means of ensuring a sustainable
knob-monkeys!!!
future for our planet and all the
-•The .Star Wars Trilogy con-. species ..who share it. For more.
eludes with the opening of the thrill information or just to say, "I Jove
flick, "Return of the Jedi," also you,'' please call 929-2500.
known as "Revenge of the Jedi" or
"Gosh, my father's really ugly under that helmut" or "Wedge lives
March 16 • ·
again" or "I wanted Wookies, not
•Jazz guitarist Bucky
Ewoks !! !" The film will be at your
Pizzarelli will be dishing out the
friendly-neighborho~d, over-charggrooves and laying it down smooth
ing movie theatre!
'." at the University .Theatre. As
usual, the price of admission for the
monkey with ID is $ 0.00. What a
bargain! Performance begins at 7 :30
March 15

Ci

friday
March 14
•The Cincinnati Ballet ~om
pany presents "The Russian Festival" at the Aronoff Center. All the
folklore & stories of Mother Russia
will be presente~ in dance, featuring
Tchaikovsky & Balanchine's Serenade, S tra vi nsky & Wells's
Firebird and Schnittke & Posin's
Poem Without a Hero. Performance
begins at 8 p.m. For more information, please call 241-SHOW.
•FelishaL. Coady,"/ sangfor
the President ofthe United States of
America," will have her senior recital in the University Theatre. Selections include everything from
Mozart to gospel music! The CMan encourages everyone to go.

sunday.

saturday

,..,,Pl

0 Registernow for Answer the
p.m.
Call ill. The Catholic Men's Conference will be held in the University of Cincinnati, Shoemaker Center from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Registration
fee is $25. Registration includes
·Ms. Coady is gifted with one of parking and lunch. For more inforthe niost incredible voices to mation· or to register, please call
grace my Calendar ears. Per- 745-3567.
•Thistle & ·Shamrock on
formance begins at 7 p.m. Admis- ·
WNKU 89.7 FM will have more
sion is free and open to everyonehighlights from the 20th ·Annual
. who appreciates good music. Oh
Washington, D.C., IrishFolkFesti- Now go
heck, even you people who don't
. val at 5 p.m. So grab an ale & listen
a jig,
appreciate music will like this show.
to the traditional wee Irish sounds! .

m-.

~-t-.li.a

OotfR·

drink & dance
ye wee Irish
monkey!!!
•
;·.:~\,!:>·:";

~

:-:.·::;.. '· ' ·.-: .:...,. . ,:- , ..

monday···
March 17 · ··
•Welcome to St. Patty's Day,
the one holiday of the year where all
of your Irish friends have an excuse
to drink their bloody heads off! As
opposed to those days when they
drink for no reason. •The c~Man is sure there will
be plenty of drinking opportunities
at night, but lively Lynn and those
lovely people at SAC want you to
celebrate from 1 :30-2:40 p.m. !
That's right, the St. Patty's Irish
fam will be on the "X" of the academic mall! Free Irish food will be
available,· whatever' that means ...
and there will be GREEN' BEER! ! !
Get your Irish ass to the "X" and do
a little jig!

tuesday
March 18
•There will be a mass for the
17th Annual Commemoration of the
Archbishop Romero's tragic death.
This service will take place in
Bellarmine Chapel at 7:30 p.m.
•Ending on a sad event, that's
all from the City of Time. If you
have an event or just an odd thing to
say, please send your messages to .
CALENDAR CITY, ML2129, Fax
745-2829 or call 745-3122. All
events have a better chance if mailed
or faxed before Sunday of the Calendar Week. CalendarMan appreciates all the responses he receives,
especially the catc;tlls when he walks
to class. After this edition cif Calendar City, there will be five more
issues left so the C-Man would love
to lm~ from Y9.\!!•:. ~o~~Y,~: ..~", .,

SEASONAL SUMMERTIME
FREE T-SHIRT
HELP NEEDED
. + $1000
Losantiville.
Country Club is
Mt. Adams Pavilion is hiring
Credit card fundraisers
seeking employment for our new
servers, kitchen staff, and. door
'for fraternities, sororiti.es, & outdoor snack bar forthe following
persons for spring and summer
positions: cooks, order takers/
work. Procure your position now. groups. Any campus organizaservice personnel.. Must be
Apply in person or call 721-7272 tion can raise up to $1000 by
earning. 'a whopping $5.00/
professional, energetic, reliable,
VISA application.
have excellent coromunication skills
ALASKA SUMMER
Call
1-800-932-0528
enjoy working with people, and be
ext.65
EMPLOYMENT
able to follow through and get the
Qualified callers receive
EXCELLENT EARNING POTENjob done. Apply at Losantiville
GREAT SUMMER JOB
FREE T-SHIRT
Country Club.
TIAL! Get the .#1 SOURCE for
Cincinnati Zoo Photo
3097 Losantiville Ave.
tudio needs supervisor for spring finding work in the ·booming fishing
.and proce'ssing industry. For
weekends, FT in summer. Photo
information:
800-276-0654
HELP WANTED
. experience helpful, but not
NATIONAL PARK
Ext.A55641 (We are a research & ·
Adrica's Mt. Adams Partnecessary. Full training for
EMPLOYMENT
publishing company)
time evenings, pizza/ prep cooks,
outgoing, responsible person.
Work in America's
bartending service/· servers/
Call for details 557-2998
National Parks, Forests, &
greeters. Hiring Bonus Call
Wildlife Preserves. Our
483-7830
materials unc.over rewarding
QUAqTY USED CAMERAS opportunities. in the outdoors.
HELP WANTED
Amateur to professional.
Call:
1-206-971~3620
Play costumed educational .
REDS BASEBALL PARKKnowledgeable staff, satisfaction
ext.N55644 . (We are a
characters for pre & elementary
ING
STAFF NEEDED
guaranteed. Reliable, 927 Vine
research & publishing comschool children. Education or
Located
at Stadium Garage
Street, Downtown Cincinnati, 241drama background helps. For
p any)
$5.50/hr. Apply at Cinergy Field
2016,
12-5
weekdays.
spring auditions call Bob
Parking Office 1-5 pm Mon.
614-291-7619
through Fri. 352-5432 ..
COLLEGE FINANCIAL
EXCELLENT USED
AID
BICYCLES
MODEL~ NEEDED
CRUISE SHIP
Student Financial SerReconditio'n~d and o~er
. Lookingfor photogenic
EMPLOYMENT
vices profiles· over 200,0!J+
hauled. Mountain, road, & race.
Want to travel the world
females and males up to $55/hr.
individual scholarships,
Models needed for print, commer- Knowledgeable ra~ing staff. Best
grants, loans, and fellowships · AND earn a living?. Get the #1
source· for anyone seeking
cial, and catalog work. Experience brands. Reliable, 927 Vine Sti:eet, . - from private and goverment
Downtown Cincinnati, 241-2016,
work in the Cruise ·and Landpreferred hut not necessary.
funding sourc~s. A MUST FOR
·
· 12-5 weekdays .
Tour industry. For informa. 614-436-9006
ANYONE SEEKING FREE'
HOUSE FOR RENT
1612 Dana Ave. 3
bedroom, fully equipped
with washer and dryer,
very spatious. Walking
distance from campus.
Call 321-0043
241-9421

NOW HIRING

Classifieds are $.25 per .word w~h a $5.00' minimum.
To place XQill classified, call the
advertising departn:ent al 7-+5-3561

MONEY FOR· 'COLLEGE!
1-800-263-6495
Ext.F55642 (We are a research &
. publishing comp_any) .

tion:
800~276-4948

Ext.C55644 (We are a research and publishing comp any)
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Surpass
4 Fila
8 Like two peas ill

12 Recll11e 111 a11
llldolent ma1111er
13 Buffalo's lake
14 Give baek a loan

16 Busyas-

17 Alrshalt
18 Box
19 Long, violent
speeches
21 Shoulder
adornment.
23 TheMad24 Fonnerty Persia
25 Try
27 Vendor
32 Marble
36 Vow·
38 "Jana-·
·39 A few
41 Hies.
43 Press··
44 Advantage ·
46 'Plus factor
47 Offer
49 Ogled
51 Author
O'Flahorty
53 Nooks·
58 Tremble
62 Barran
63Gay64 Tardy
66 Single entity
67 Drill
68 Always
69 Solves
70 Moraor71 Snoozes
72 Asian holiday
OOWN
1 Large iood fish
2 Wide.awake
3 Skirt feature
4 Adore
S·Wargod
6 Transgress
7 Jennings or
Fonda
8 Secret
9 Lima's land
1o Ring stone
DllfRllUffO

"1\lt T\\f\E£-WAY. SPL!T OYER, socJAL .uECUflITy

I~-:!
["

OVE:R GS·

18-58
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•'t' fRl8UHf M!Dll SER't'ICIS

...

_,_

, '019NlriJunoMldia S.MCel,

Inc.

11 Appoinrment
, 12 Thin strip of
Wood .
·15 Thus far
20 Slop

22 ·Tunisian leader
24 Calf-day
26 Auctioneer's
word
28 Allows
29 Caustic sub·
stances
30 Sea bird
31 Relax
32--re (ina
manner of
speaking)
33 Actor Richard
34 Bard's river
35 Care tor

,.
,.
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ANSWERS

•.1.

Sid y N • s s
II 3 II ;ill II ll
i J. y
ii ll
J.
II 3 o a
y I 1
N
a 3IA l l • II 3 a
SIY •;i D a ; i • N
y II ll
J. S YiH
.Ly o• 3 .L
3
3 s •.L s 31 .L•
N y II I • II ll .L
n yd ; i • s ll a v
II
.L N ii II • 3
3
3 I II 3
d v• d s y II • d

3 J. •
SIO D ll Iii
J. I N n •
3 , I 11 3
3 H :l I
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J. 3 S
S N 3
3 II A

... ..., ,
11 ll
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ii .L y
A y d
•a 0
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11•
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D n YI
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11
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II
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II
3
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I
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37"-went

.
40

.
42
45
48
50

thalaway"
Mountalnttip
nest
"-Thompson"
Muffin
Church officials
Comes In

52 Composer
Hamid
54 Condiment
vessel
55 Depend
56 T.S:57 Gals

58 Health farm
59 Lug
60 Impel
61 Ruby and
Sandra
62 Stair
65 Ms. Gardner
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Vandy
continued from page 1
Billy Di Spaltro-starts at
power forward for the Commodores. He is an athletic player,
and rebounding threat. Di Spaltro
leads the team with 6.3 rebounds a
game.
Coming off the bench for
VU is Dan Langhi. The 6-10
freshman has a good inside game,
but his versatility makes him more
of a threat. He shoots 30 percent ·
from three-point range.
The Vanderbilt backcourt is
headed by Maddux. The junior
shooting guard averages close to
14 points per game. He can also
take on the point guard duties if
needed.
Starting at the point is
Howard Pride. He is a transfer
from Louisiana State University,
and is a captain of the Vandy
squad. Injuries have slowed him
on several occassions, including
last season when he broke his leg.
Coming off the bench in the
backcourt is Atiba Prater. The
freshman, who was recruited by
Xavier, is a good ball handler anci
defender for the Commodores. He
sees close to 23 minutes a game as
VU' s sixth man.
On offensive, Vanderbilt
runs many set plays. The Commodore big men are good at
setting screens to free up Maddux
and Whitehead. They are aggressive, and go to the foul line a lot,

where they convert 78 percent of
the time.
Defensively, VU utilizes a
match-up zone that is similar to .
that of Temple. A three-quarter
court zone pressure and a man-toman defense are also in the
Commodore play book. They are
an aggressive team on defense,
leading the SEC this season with
almost 10 steals per game.
The keys to victory for
Xavier are simple. XU' s
backcourt must penetrate the
Vandy zone to open up the
offensive game. The Muskies will
have to use both their inside and
outside games to_ beat the Commodores. They will also have to take
care of the ball and not let VU get
easy baskets off turnovers and
steals.
Xavier's defense will have
to shut down Whitehead and
Maddux.· Brown, Darnell Williams and James Posey will be the
Muskies who draw the task of
covering VU's offensive weapons.
Xavier's pressure should not
startle Vandy, who sees similar
defense from several SEC teams.
Look for the game to be
high scoring and very fast-paced.
Vandy averages almost 70 points
per game, but the Commodores ·
have the athleticism to run with
.the Muskies and push the scoring
into the 80s.

Congratulations!
Xavier Basketball on a superb season
Good luck in the NCAA tournament!
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